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																																		Google DeepMind’s new AI assistant helps elite soccer coaches get even better 
									
																																	                
					 SamuelMar 19, 2024                

						
																																				
						                
					The main benefit is that the AI assistant reduces the workload of the coaches, says Ondřej Hubáček, an analyst at...                
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																																		The AI Act is done. Here’s what will (and won’t) change 
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					The companies with the most powerful AI models, such as GPT-4 and Gemini, will face more onerous requirements, such as...                
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					Researchers used an AI technique called reinforcement learning to help a two-legged robot nicknamed Cassie to run 400 meters, over...                
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																																		This self-driving startup is using generative AI to predict traffic 
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					While autonomous driving has long relied on machine learning to plan routes and detect objects, some companies and researchers are...                
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					Training AI systems in games is a good proxy for real-world tasks. “A general game-playing agent could, in principle, learn...                
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																																		Why we need better defenses against VR cyberattacks 
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					This story originally appeared in The Algorithm, our weekly newsletter on AI. To get stories like this in your inbox...                
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					Even when the two sentences had the same meaning, the models were more likely to apply adjectives like “dirty,” “lazy,”...                
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																																		An OpenAI spinoff has built an AI model that helps robots learn tasks like humans 
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					The new model, called RFM-1, was trained on years of data collected from Covariant’s small fleet of item-picking robots that...                
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					The narrator sits on the floor and eats breakfast with the cats. LORE MACHINE / WILL DOUGLAS HEAVEN After more than...                
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					Recently we’ve seen some AI failures on a far bigger scale. In the latest (hilarious) gaffe, Google’s Gemini refused to...                
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